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A real-time mobile content player was developed that can recognize and reflect emotions in real time using a smartphone. To
determine effective awareness, a photoplethysmogram (PPG), which is a biological signal, was measured to recognize emotional
changes in users presented with content intended to induce an emotional response. To avoid the need for a separate sensor to
measure the PPG, PPG signals were extracted from the red (R) values of images acquired by the rear camera of a smartphone. To
reflect an emotion, the saturation (S) and brightness (V) levels, which are related to the ambience of a content, are changed to
reflect the emotional changes of the user within the content itself in real time. Arousal- and relaxation-inducing scenarios were
conducted to validate the effectiveness. +e sample t-test results show that the average peak-to-peak interval (PPI), which is the
time interval between the peaks of PPG signals, was significantly low when viewing the content under the arousal-inducing
scenario as compared to when watching regular content, and it was determined that the emotion of the user was led to a state of
arousal. Ten university students (five males and five females) participated in the experiment. +e users had no cardiac disease and
were asked not to drink or smoke before the experiment. +e average PPI was significantly higher when the content was viewed in
the relaxation-inducing scenario compared to regular content, and it was determined that the emotion of the user was induced to a
state of relaxation. +e designed emotional content player was confirmed to be an interactive system, in which the video content
and user concurrently affect each other through the system.

1. Introduction

Owing to the advancements in information technology,
smartphones have become popular devices for accessing
services in various fields. In particular, the demand for
services using multimedia content is increasing, and re-
search works show that such multimedia content induces an
emotional response from the users. For example, one study
reported that fear-related content induces the emotional
responses of fear, arousal, and displeasure, and relaxation-
related content induces the emotional response of relaxation
[1–9]. Currently, however, users want to use multimedia
content provided according to their circumstances or
emotional state rather than uniform content that does not
consider their emotional responses [10, 11]. In other words,
recent studies have focused on methods to induce the

emotional responses of users and reflect those responses
within the content, just as the content can induce emotional
responses in the users. Emotional content has been defined
as content that not only affects the emotion of the user but
also changes the audiovisual elements of the image, such as
tone, brightness, contrast, and the strength and speed of
sound, within the content according to the user’s emotion
[12, 13]. In this regard, recent studies have been recently
conducted on emotional content that can interact with users
by recognizing their emotional states and changing the el-
ements of the content accordingly.

Conversely, in conventional studies, the emotional states
of users have been recognized through biological signal
analyses. Such studies have a limitation in that an attach-
ment type sensor is required to measure the biological
signals for effective awareness. Furthermore, the contents
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are usually provided by changing the color element to reflect
an emotion; however, users may be biased toward a particular
color element. Hence, based on the connotations associated
with specific colors, there is a risk that the original intended
meaning of a particular content can be changed considerably.
In addition, there have been no studies on changing the
saturation (S) and brightness (V) of content in a smartphone
in real time. +erefore, there is need for a system that can
recognize and reflect user emotions in real time on a
smartphone and does not require without a special sensor.
Accordingly, a real-time mobile emotional content player was
developed in this study. A user’s emotion can be recognized
by measuring and analyzing the photoplethysmogram (PPG)
signals through a camera in a smartphone configuration. A
PPG is an optically obtained physiological signal that can be
used to detect blood volume changes [14]. PPG signals can
also be used to monitor cardiac cycles and circulatory con-
ditions such as heart rates (HRs). Furthermore, the emotion
of a user can be reflected by changing the S and V of the
content in real time according to the acquired user emotions.
+e emotional content player, which recognizes and reflects
emotions in real time, can provide interactive content
whereby the users and content can interact with each other.

In this study, a real-time mobile emotional content
player was developed to provide interactive content that can
affect and be affected by users concurrently when content is
viewed on a smartphone configuration. To clarify the pur-
pose of this study, we suggested the following hypotheses:

(i) +e mobile user can measure HRs using a rear
camera

(ii) +e measured HRs can be used to reflect the
emotional changes of users

(iii) +e emotional changes affect the changes in V and S
values of video content in the smartphone in real
time

An emotion induced by a particular content affects the
emotional changes in the users. To determine a user’s affective
awareness, PPG signals are measured by obtaining the R value
of video frames from a smartphone camera in real time. +e
peak-to-peak intervals (PPIs) of PPG signals are calculated
using a sliding window technique and are used to calculate
HR. In addition, based on the average PPI of the user, the
user’s emotional state is determined to be either a state of
arousal or relaxation through a comparison with the current
PPI.+e arousal and relaxation emotions of a user acquired in
this manner are reflected in the content in real time. To
acquire the emotions for each frame of video, the demuxing
and decoding processes are applied using FFMPEGLibrary. In
this study, because FFMPEGLibrary was coded in the C
programming, the native development kit (NDK)methodwas
used on the mobile operating system design. +e NDK is a
tool that allows developers to program Android mobile de-
vices in C or C++ languages. It is useful for supporting the
CPU intensive operations, such as mobile video game, and
signal processing and controlling the hardware in smartphone
devices. +us, the emotions of the user can be reflected by
changing the S and V values for every frame of video content

without the need for a special sensor. Furthermore, it was
determined that a user and content can interact with each
other through this system. Arousal- and relaxation-inducing
scenarios are proposed and verified experimentally.

2. Related Work

2.1. Emotional Responses and Physiological Signals. A sub-
jective method using a survey and an objective method using
physiological responses are applied to measure and de-
termine the emotions of a user. In a physiological response
application, the response is involuntary and cannot be
controlled by an individual; hence, quantification is con-
venient, and objective measurements are possible [14–16].
+erefore, to recognize and determine the user emotions,
many studies are being conducted using biological signals,
which are physiological responses. By extracting the signal
features from biological signals, a psychological emotional
state can be determined [14–18].

Studies have been conducted using the central nervous
system responses or automatic nervous system responses
from biological signals [18–23]. Electroencephalograph
(EEG) signals are usually used in studies on central nervous
system responses [19–23]. A study was conducted that
implemented an emotion inference system by measuring,
analyzing, and evaluating an EEG while a user was expe-
riencing an audio and video stimulus [19–23]. Furthermore,
a study that measured the biological signals of an EEG and
an electrocardiograph (ECG) displayed the emotional states
of tension, irritation, anger, joy, and surprise on the power
spectrum graph of the signals [24, 25]. However, to measure
EEG signals, the electrical activities of the brain can be
measured only by accurately attaching a sensor to a fixed
position on the head; consequently, user discomfort occurs
owing to movement limitations [13,15–22].

Similarly, studies utilizing automatic nervous system
responses from biological signals have also been conducted.
ECG, PPG, and skin temperature (SKT) signals are mainly
used in automatic nervous system responses. A study was
conducted on acquiring emotion information in real time by
measuring the biological signals of a PPG, SKT, and galvanic
skin response (GSR), and a real-time emotion information
sharing system was developed [10–13, 20–32]. However, to
measure ECG signals, a sensor has to be attached close to the
heart, and accordingly, there are disadvantages in that the
user may feel repulsion and experience a limitation in their
activities [32]. PPG and SKT signals can be measured rel-
atively easily by attaching a sensor to the fingertip; however,
like other methods, there is a disadvantage: the use of such a
sensor is always required to recognize an emotion. Hence, to
solve this problem, this study seeks a means to conveniently
acquire biological signals without repulsing the user through
the use of a smartphone camera instead of a sensor. PPG
signals are measured from biological signals, which can be
acquired through the R values of a camera image.

2.2. Emotional Model and HSV Model. An emotion is a
complex emotional state inside a human being [31], and
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various emotions are expressed mainly in two-dimensional
(2D) space. In particular, Russell proposed a 2D emotion
model, shown in Figure 1, and stated that an emotion
distribution can be expressed through two axes, i.e., the X-
axis for pleasure/displeasure and the Y-axis for arousal/
relaxation. In this study, because PPG signals can be mea-
sured using a smartphone camera, the emotions of the users
are evaluated using PPG signals. In a previous study, it was
verified that PPG signals can be used as an objective metric
for determining states of arousal or relaxation [14–16].
+erefore, in this study, arousal and relaxation, which are on
the Y-axis of the 2D model, are also evaluated using PPG
signals.

Conversely, the color models studied with respect to
emotion are mainly divided into a red, green, and blue
(RGB) model and a hue, saturation, and value (HSV) model.
+e RGB model is a method for expressing colors by ap-
plying the additive color principle of the three primary
colors of light. Red (R), green (G), and blue (B) each has a
value of 0–255, and all colors can be expressed through RGB
ratios [32–34]. Studies have been conducted on the re-
lationship between an emotional state and RGB.

In addition, Yang et al. converted colors of a certain
region to intensify the emotions of a content [33]. As a result,
it was concluded that the emotions are intensified and the
sense of immersion is increased.

+e HSV model representation is similar to the way that
humans perceive colors. In the HSV model, hue (H) has a
range of 0–360° and is a ring-shaped relative alignment
angle, having an R of 0° (R having the longest wavelength).
+e saturation (S) has a range of 0–100% and shows the
thickness of a color.+e value (V) has a range of 0–100% and
shows the level of brightness. Other studies have examined
the relationship between an emotional state and HSV. Jang
et al. extracted feature points using the intrinsic information
possessed by an image and designed a model that classifies
the emotions based on these points [35]. Lee et al. confirmed
whether the emotion of the user is influenced through color
changes in the lighting and derived a procedure for using the
lighting color as a design element [36]. In addition, through
an experiment using three types of medium (paper, textile,
and a computer monitor), Seok found that there is a positive
correlation (between saturation and pleasure and between
saturation and excitement, through an experiment) on the
characteristics of emotional responses according to the
changes in color saturation [37].

Previous studies were also conducted on the relationship
with emotion by focusing mainly on color elements such as
R, G, B, and H. However, if a color element is substantially
changed, there is a limitation: a user may feel a sense of
repulsion. Furthermore, because the color of an image has an
associated meaning shown through the color itself, there is a
risk that the originally intended meaning of a particular
content can be changed significantly when its color is
changed. When combined, the S and V are expressed as a
tone, which is mainly related to the overall ambience of a
particular content. +erefore, changing the S and V levels
may not necessarily mean changing the intended meaning of
the content; rather, there is a possibility that the ambience of

the content can be brought out naturally. Hence, this study
will examine the relationship among S, V, and arousal/
relaxation, in which repulsion and its influences are rela-
tively small and previous research is insufficient.

2.3. Emotional Contents. Emotional content refers to a
content that can accelerate, maintain, or reduce the existing
emotional state of a user by recognizing the state,
i.e., pleasure, displeasure, arousal, or relaxation, and based
on that recognized state, change the audiovisual elements of
the content accordingly [38]. In other words, a content that
understands the user’s emotions and responds appropriately
through an emotional communication between the content
and user can be called an emotional content [12].

Many studies have been conducted with respect to
emotional content. For example, when viewing an emotional
content, the emotional changes of the user are measured
through SKT, GSR, PPG, and EEG sensors, and based on the
results, a larger emotional response is induced by providing a
visual feedback to the content [13, 30, 31]. As a result, a larger
emotional response is induced in a three-dimensional (3D)
image compared to a 2D image and in a bright image
compared to a dark image. In addition, Lee and Kim classified
the emotions of a user through the biological PPG, SKT, and
GSR signals and, based on these classification, verified the
effect of a real-time interactive emotional content player by
changing and providing the image contents according to the
predefined color model rules [26]. Yang et al. transformed a
partial image to intensify the emotion of a content and
confirmed through subjective evaluations that, compared to a
regular content, emotional contents intensify users’ emotions
and increase their sense of immersion [33].

In conventional studies, systems have been developed
that require a separate part for recognizing the emotion of a
user through a sensor and another for viewing emotional
content. +us, the disadvantages are as follows: two systems
are required, and communication has to be established.
+erefore, in this study, a smartphone was used to recognize
the emotional state of the user as either arousal or relaxation.
Based on this application, a real-time mobile emotional
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Figure 1: Diagram of the two-dimensional emotion model.
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content player was developed to play an emotional content
that changes in terms of S and V, the visual elements of the
content.

3. Implementation of Mobile Emotional
Content Player

3.1. SystemDesignandPPGSignalProcessing. When a light is
projected onto an area of the human body with thin skin,
such as the tip of a finger or an ear lobe, some of the light is
absorbed in the blood, bone, and tissue, and the remaining
light penetrates the skin. +erefore, a change in the intensity
of the penetrated light can be said to be a reflection of the
change in blood flow [14–17]. Here, PPG signals can be
measured because the amount of light absorbed by the skin,
according to heart contraction and relaxation, differs owing
to changes in blood flow.

A PPG signal measurement using the absorption of light
follows the Beer–Lambert law. +is law shows a correlation
between the absorbed and penetrated light when the pro-
jected light passes through a homogeneous medium [14, 41].
+at is, when a light produced from a light emitting diode
(LED) is projected onto the skin of a peripheral body part,
some of the light passes through the blood and is transferred
to a sensor, and some of the remaining light is absorbed by
the blood. Hence, this law states that the sum of the intensity
of light transferred to a sensor and the intensity of light
absorbed by the blood is the same as the intensity of light
when originally projected [14, 41]. +is law can be expressed
through the following equation:

It � I0 × e
−ε(λ)cd

, (1)

where It is the intensity of penetrated or reflected light and I0
is the intensity of light when absorbed or incidented. In
addition, ε(λ) is the extinction coefficient corresponding to
the optical absorption rate of a tissue, c is the concentration of
light absorbed by the tissue, and d is the length of the optical
path [14, 41].When a certain amount of light is projected onto
the skin of a peripheral body part in a fixed posture, ε(λ) and c
are generally constant and d changes according to the con-
traction and relaxation of the heart. +e factor that changes d
is the change in blood flow at the peripheral body part; the
PPG can be detected using this factor [14, 41].

In general, a PPG signal graph looks like that shown in
Figure 2. Different information can be obtained from the
PPG signals. When the heart contracts, the amount of blood
increases; hence, more light is absorbed in the blood, and the
intensity of the penetrated light is decreased.

+erefore, the shape of the PPG signal is decreasing in a
cycle graph. When the heart relaxes, the amount of blood is
relatively decreased, and less light is absorbed in the blood.
+erefore, the intensity of the penetrated light shows an
increasing shape within the cycle. However, the amplitude is
the measured height from a peak, which is the highest point
of the current cycle in a PPG signal, to a trough, which is the
lowest point of the previous cycle; in addition, the PPI is the
measured distance between the peak of the current cycle and
peak of the previous cycle. +e amplitude and PPI values

change continuously according to the state of the user. In
particular, when the PPI decreases, it indicates that the
sympathetic nerve has been activated and the heart beat is
fast, which indicates that the user is close to a state of arousal.
Conversely, when the PPI increases, it indicates that the
parasympathetic nerve has been activated and the heart beat
is slow, which indicates that the user is close to a state of
relaxation [14, 39–44]. +at is, the HR can be calculated
through changes in the PPI, and the psychological state of
the user can be determined as either arousal or relaxation.

PPG signal measurement sensors are mainly divided into
penetration- and reflection-type sensors. A penetration-type
sensor consists of an LED that projects light and a photo-
diode that measures the intensity of light that penetrates the
skin; the light projection and receiving parts face each other.
A reflection-type sensor consists of an LED that projects
light and a photodiode that measures the intensity of light
reflected after hitting the skin; the light projection and re-
ceiving parts are placed side by side [41].

+e flash of a smartphone can be a substitute for the LED
of a sensor, and a smartphone’s rear camera can be a
substitute for the photodiode of a sensor. Because the flash
and camera of a smartphone are located side by side, they
can be viewed as a reflection-type sensor; therefore, PPG
signals can be measured from a smartphone based on the
principle of a reflection-type sensor. In other words, when
the light from a flash is projected onto the skin, some of the
light is absorbed according to the change in blood flow, and
some of the remaining light is reflected and used by the
smartphone camera. PPG signals can be acquired from
images of fingers measured in this manner. Accordingly,
because the image quality of a camera can be an important
element, a preliminary experiment was conducted consid-
ering the three properties of resolution, bitrate, and flash
with respect to image quality.

In a previous study, the results of a correlation analysis of
PPG signals acquired through the sensor and PPG signals
acquired using the R, G, B, H, S, and I components of
smartphone camera images showed that the signals acquired
through the R component had the highest correlation [45].
+erefore, in this study, the PPG signals weremeasured from
camera images using the R component values.

3.2. Video Image Processing. A video sequence is literally a
collection of moving images and can be described as a series
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Figure 2: Example of the photoplethysmogram (PPG) graph.
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of images composed of one stationary image after another.
One stationary image is called a frame, and the number of
frames played per second is called the frame rate. At 12
frames per second and faster, the human visual system
cannot recognize individual stationary images and perceives
them as a moving image. As the frame rate decreases, the
video size decreases. However, there is a tendency for images
to be shown discontinuously. +us, as the frame rate in-
creases, the pictures appear smoother; however, the video
size tends to increase.+erefore, compression is necessary to
create a small-size high-quality video sequence. As shown in
Figure 3, converting an original video sequence, comprising
video pixel data, into a compressed video sequence, i.e., a
video bitstream, using a certain codec is called encoding and
decompression conducted as a reverse process is called
decoding. A codec used in these processes refers to the
software or algorithm that can compress the media in-
formation. Typical video codecs include H.264 and DivX,
and a typical audio codec is mp3. Putting an encoded video
sequence in a certain format and converting it into a video
file is called muxing, and the reverse process of extracting
video and audio data from such a format is called demuxing.
+e format used in this process is usually called a container,
which is also known as the file type or extension. A container
acts as a box producing both a video codec and an audio
codec in a single file; typical container formats include AVI
and mp4.

3.3. System Implementation. To calculate the HR from PPG
signals and classify it as either a state of arousal or relaxation,
a signal processing procedure is conducted out using the
sequence in Figure 4.

In the first sequence, a peak must be detected from the
PPG signals. However, in the PPG signals extracted from the
R values, the baseline is continuously changed, and more-
over, noise exists in the signals.+is noise can result from the
user’s breathing or other tiny movements that occur when
PPG signals are being measured. Because noises can induce
errors in all processes, from peak detection to HR calculation
and the determination of arousal/relaxation, a removal
process must be applied before calculating the PPI.

A PPG signal is mainly activated in a low-frequency
band, and noise is mainly activated in a high-frequency band
[15]. +erefore, noise mixed in a PPG signal can be removed
using a low-pass filter, resulting in a clean PPG signal
[15, 42]. Typically, when a low-pass filter is used, a moving
average filter is also used. Amoving average filter is a tool for
calculating an average value by using partial filter-sized data
from recent data measurements, instead of using all mea-
sured data [42]. An equation related to a moving average
filter is shown in the following equation:

Rn �
1
n



n−1

m�0
Rm. (2)

In this study, a moving average filter with a filter size of
seven was used to correct the baseline and remove any noise,
and the R values calculated frame by frame from the camera

images were used as the input data. When PPG signals
acquired from the R values are inputted from right to left, the
filtering is performed by calculating the average of seven R
values for the equivalent filter size.

Figure 5(a) shows the PPG signals before applying the
moving average filter, and Figure 5(b) shows the PPG signals
after the filter is applied. +e X-axis in each graph is time,
and the Y-axis shows the R values ranging from 0 to 255. To
observe the filtering changes intuitively, the intervals of the
Y-axis were consistently maintained. As a result, the baseline
was maintained more consistently in Figure 5(b) than in
Figure 5(a), and most of the noise was removed. Although it
may appear that the signals were not produced well in
Figure 5(b), when the intervals were divided into smaller
sizes, it was confirmed that the signals were properly
produced.

Accurate peaks can be detected through the filtered PPG
signals. In this study, the sliding windowmethod was used to
detect accurate peaks in real time. In general, the sliding
window method is used to control the flow of packets
communicated between two hosts, and the number of
packets matching the window size are sent concurrently
instead of one by one.+ereafter, this method sends the next
packets by moving the window by as much as the resolution.
Using this principle, the sliding window method was used in
this study with a window size of 30 and resolution of one.
After reading the number of filtered PPG signals equal to the
window size, a peak is detected in one window. +e window
moves horizontally by one resolution of spacing, and peaks
are continuously detected.

To detect a peak, primary differentiation was conducted
within one window; a point where the slope sign changes is
regarded as a peak. However, because the window moves in
one resolution spacing, the same peaks can be detected in the
window. +erefore, only when a peak is different from a
previous peak, it is detected as a corrective peak, and the time
of this point is saved. Figure 6 is a flow chart of the peak
detection process.

After detecting the peaks, the PPI, which is the time
interval between peaks, can be calculated. +e difference of
the nth peak at the (n+ 1)th peak is determined to be the PPI
at the time point of n [38].

A graph showing the continuous changes in PPI cal-
culated in this manner is called the pulse rate variability
(PRV) [37]. HR refers to the number of contractions and
relaxations repeated by the heart in one minute (60 s) [44].

Conversely, the emotion of a user can be determined as
either arousal or relaxation through changes in the PPI. If a
user is in a state of arousal, the PPI of the PPG signals is
decreased because the sympathetic nerve is activated and the
HR is increased. Conversely, if a user is in a relaxed state, the
PPI of the PPG signals is increased because the para-
sympathetic nerve is activated and the HR is decreased
[14, 15]. +erefore, after setting the average PPI of a user as a
reference, if the current PPI becomes lower than the average
PPI, the emotional state of the user may be determined as
arousal. If the current PPI becomes higher than the average
PPI, the emotional state of the user may be determined as
relaxation.
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To change the S and V levels in real time, the original
pixel data have to be accessed such that the video file can be
read one frame at a time. Afterward, the S and V levels are
changed and shown on the screen through a color space
conversion of the pixel data. +e demuxing and decoding
processes have to be applied to access the pixel data in a
video. +e demuxing process extracts a video data stream
from a video file, and the decoding process extracts the
original pixel data from the video data stream using a certain

video codec. A specific FFMPEGLibrary is needed for these
processes: (a) through the libavformat library, a video file
goes through the demuxing process for a video bitstream;
and (b) through the libavcodec library, a video bitstream
goes through the decoding process for the pixel data.

However, the pixel data are YUV pixel 0data, which have
to be converted into HSV pixel data to adjust the S and V
levels of the content. Hence, after the conversion into RGB
pixel data, they are first converted into HSV pixel data,
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Figure 5: Moving average filter for PPG signals: (a) before applying the moving average filter; (b) after the filter is applied.
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thereby changing the S and V values. +ey are then con-
verted into RGB pixel data again so that the content can be
displayed on the screen. +is process is shown in Figure 7.

3.4. Experiment. +e real-time mobile emotional content
player measures and analyses PPG signals in a smartphone
and classifies the emotional state of the user as either arousal
or relaxation. According to the classified emotion, the
content is played by changing the S and V values. +e
arousal- and relaxation-inducing scenarios will be imple-
mented, and the effectiveness of the system will be verified
through experiments. In many conventional studies, it is
reported that an arousal state corresponds to an increase in S
and V, and a relaxation state corresponds to a decrease in S
and V [45]. Accordingly, in this study, the rules are set to
increase the S and V values of the content to induce an
arousal state and decrease the S and V values of the content
to induce a relaxed state.

An experiment was conducted to verify the effectiveness
of the arousal- and relaxation-inducing scenarios using the
real-time mobile emotional content player.+e subjects who
participated in the verification of the applied system com-
prised ten university students: five males and five females,
with an average age of 25.5. None of the subjects had car-
diovascular disease, and they were asked not to drink or
smoke the day before the experiment.

As shown in Figure 8, a hand of each subject was
measured at the height of their heart for an accurate PPG
measurement, and the experiment was conducted by placing
their left index finger on the rear camera of the smartphone.
+e content used in the experiment did not contain any
emotional element and is a standard demonstration video
with no storyline, as shown in Figure 9.

+e arousal-inducing scenario aims to make the user feel
a stronger sense of arousal while watching the content by
increasing the S and V values when the user is in a relaxed
state. +e effectiveness of the arousal-inducing scenario will
be examined by comparing a regular player that does not
change content with the arousal-inducing scenario player.

+e relaxation-inducing scenario aims to make the user
feel a stronger sense of relaxation while watching the content
by decreasing the S andV values when the user is in an arousal
state. +e effectiveness of the relaxation-inducing scenario
will be examined by comparing a regular player that does not
change content with the relaxation-inducing scenario player.

Before starting the experiment, the purpose, procedure,
and method of the experiment were explained to the sub-
jects. +e left index finger of each subject then touched the
rear camera of the smartphone. After measuring the average
PPI of each subject for 2min, the subject watched different
versions of the video sequence in the following order: regular
playback, arousal-inducing scenario playback, and
relaxation-inducing scenario playback for a period of 2min
30 s each. A 2min rest was given between the playback
periods to minimize the effect of the previous playback.

3.5. Test Scenario. In the arousal-inducing scenario, the
content is played, with the intention of further intensifying
the arousal emotion. Figure 10 shows the process of the
arousal-inducing scenario: (i) while the user is watching a
content, changes in their emotional states are affected; (ii)
simultaneously, by analyzing the PPG signals measured
through the smartphone camera, the emotion of the user is
determined as a state of either arousal or relaxation; (iii) only
when an emotional state of relaxation is reached are the S
and V values of the content increased (in the case of arousal,
the content is played without a change in the S and V); (iv)
the changed content affects the user again, thereby inducing
an emotional change in their arousal.

In the relaxation-inducing scenario, a content with a goal
of further intensifying the emotion of relaxation is displayed.
Figure 11 shows the process of the relaxation-inducing
scenario: (i) while the user is watching the content,
changes in their emotional states are affected; (ii) simulta-
neously, by analyzing the PPG signals measured using a
smartphone camera, the emotion of the user is determined
as a state of either arousal or relaxation; (iii) only when an
emotional state of arousal is reached are the S andV values of
the content decreased (in the case of relaxation, the content
is played without a change in the S and V); (iv) the change in
content affects the user again, thereby inducing an emotional
change into a state of relaxation.

4. Results

4.1. Mobile Emotional Content Player. +e graphical user
interface of the mobile emotional content player developed

HSV
pixel data

RGB
pixel data

YUV
pixel data

Screen

Figure 7: Color space changing procedure for saturation and
brightness.

PPG data

Reading data per each resolution

Confirming changing 
of slope signs

Comparing previous 
peak in window

Corrective 
peak

Y (peak)

Y (corrective peak)

N

N

Figure 6: Flow chart of the PPG signal peak detection process.
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in this study is shown in Figure 12. In the upper part is a
symbol of a heart, text showing the HR, a camera preview
display and a measure button. When the user places their
finger on the rear camera of the smartphone and presses the
measure button, the video begins playing. While the user is
watching the video, their HR is calculated and shown; in-
ternally, the emotion of the user is classified as a state of
arousal or relaxation, and according to their emotion, the S
and V values are changed and the video is displayed.

+e real-time mobile emotional content player is mainly
divided into two parts. +e first part of the player is a PPG
measurement and analysis module. PPG signals are extracted
by acquiring R values with the highest-quality images from
the smartphone camera. After the signals are cleaned through
the signal processing application of the moving average filter,
the position where the signal slope sign changes is detected as
a peak using the sliding window technique; the time at which
this change occurs is stored, and the PPI is calculated.+e PPI
is used in two instances: first, the HR is calculated through the

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Example of experiment setup with a subject.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 9: Test video clips.

Arousal-inducing
case

Arousal

Relaxation (iii)(ii)

(iv)

(i)

Brightness (↑)
Saturation (↑)

Figure 10: Procedure for arousal-inducing scenario.

Relaxation-inducing
case

Arousal

Relaxation(ii)

(iv)

(i)

(iii)

Brightness (↓)
Saturation (↓)

Figure 11: Procedure for relaxation-inducing scenario.
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PPI and displayed, and second, by comparing the current PPI
with the average PPI, the emotion of the user is classified as a
state of arousal or relaxation.

+e second part of the player is a video processing
module. +rough the demuxing process, a video file is
converted into a video bitstream, and through the
decoding process, the video bitstream is converted into
pixel data. After converting the YUV pixel data into RGB
pixel data, the data are converted into HSV pixel data. +e
S and V values of the video content are changed in ac-
cordance with the defined rules based on the state of
arousal or relaxation. Converting the data again into RGB
pixel data after applying the changes in the S and V values,
the video is played on the screen. Figure 13 shows an
overall configuration diagram of the real-time mobile
emotional content player.

4.2.ExperimentalResults. +ematching sample t-test results
of the PPI are as follows. As shown in Figure 14, the average
PPI was 0.9158 when the user watched the regular content,
whereas it was 0.8758 when they watched the content ap-
plying the arousal-inducing scenario, which is a large dif-
ference with a level of significance of 99% (p< 0.000,
t� 7.388, n� 917). +at is, the PPI showed a significantly
lower trend when users were watching the content under the
arousal-inducing scenario as compared to watching the
regular content. It was therefore confirmed that the emotion
of the user can be induced to a state of arousal if the content
is viewed under the arousal-inducing scenario. Furthermore,
as shown in Figure 14, the average PPI was 0.9158 when
users were watching the regular content, whereas it was
0.9553 when they were watching the content under the
relaxation-inducing scenario, which shows a large difference
at a significance level of 99% (p< 0.000, t�−5.856, n� 917).
+at is, the PPI showed a significantly high trend when users
were watching the content under the relaxation-inducing
scenario as compared to watching the regular content. +us,
it was confirmed that the user’s emotion can be induced to a
relaxation state if the content is viewed under the relaxation-
inducing scenario.

5. Discussion

In general, with regard to the relationship between the
content and the user, when a user is watching a video content,
the content affects the emotional change of the user; however,
the user does not affect the content, which means the player is
unidirectional. In other words, no players have an influence
on the content according to the emotional change in the user.
In this study, a real-timemobile emotional content player was
developed to provide interactive content whereby the content
and user affect each other in both directions.

A smartphone camera was used in the real-time
mobile emotional content player to measure the PPG.
+e R values were received from the camera video frame,
and the PPG signals were extracted from these R values.
From the PPG signals, the PPI was calculated and the HR
was displayed. Furthermore, based on the changes in the
PPI, the emotion of the user was classified as a state of
arousal or relaxation.

+e S and V values influence the content according to the
emotional change in the user. Because the S and V levels have
to be changed by receiving content frames one by one, the
demuxing and decoding processes were applied. To change
the S and V values in an acquired frame, the color space was
converted from YUV to RGB and then from RGB to HSV. In
this format, the S and V values were changed, and finally, the
color space was converted again from HSV to RGB to display
the content on the screen. A surface holder is used to fetch the
preview images of a smartphone camera frame by frame and
convert the YUV format into the RGB format in real time. In
real-time image processing, because the computation amount
is large, it can become a burden on the application.+erefore,
the load of the application was reduced using a method for
displaying the view on a screen through a thread in the
background using a surface view.

To change the S and V of a video sequence in real time,
which is the goal of this study, the video file has to be received
frame by frame through the demuxing and decoding pro-
cesses, and the S and V have to be changed for every frame.
+erefore, a video sequence is set to be played by continuously
displaying the frames as bitmaps on the user’s view.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12: Example of the graphical user interface for the designed system.
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In the experiment, for the average PPIs of the regular
content and the arousal- and relaxation-inducing scenarios,
a matching sample t-test was applied. +e analysis results
show that the average PPI was significantly lower when users
were watching the content according to the arousal-inducing
scenario as compared to watching the regular content. +us,
the arousal-inducing scenario can be said to induce a state of
arousal in the user. Furthermore, the average PPI was sig-
nificantly higher when users were watching the content
according to the relaxation-inducing scenario as compared
to watching the regular content. It can therefore be said that
the relaxation-inducing scenario induces a state of relaxation
in the user.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In conclusion, a real-time mobile emotional content player
was developed, whichmeasures a user’s emotion through the
PPG acquired in a smartphone system without the need for a
specific sensor and reflects the emotion by changing the S
and V values, thereby forming an ambience of the content
naturally according to the measured emotion. It was verified
experimentally that the real-time mobile emotional content
player is a system in which a content affects the emotion of
the user, and the user’s emotion concurrently affects the
content. +e real-time mobile emotional content player
allowed a user and a video content to interact with each
other.

However, because the contents were viewed through the
relatively small screen of a smartphone, there may be a

limited sense of immersion. During the experiment, in-
ducing user’s emotions with just two scenarios can be a kind
of drawbacks as a limitation. It will be considered as a further
study. In addition to video content, the system can also be
applied to games, virtual reality, and smart devices. Fur-
thermore, in a future study, it will be possible to utilize the
proposed system to recognize other emotions in addition to
arousal and relaxation by using various biological signals
and applying them to a video content, thereby strengthening
or weakening the pertinent emotion according to the reason
why the content is provided.
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